SOUTHERN AREA INCIDENT MANAGEMENT REPORT

Friday, September 23, 2016
Acting Center Manager: Tracy Robinson
Coordinator on Duty:

Southern Area Coordination Center
Office Hours: 0800 – 1630

Jeff Brice

PREPAREDNESS LEVELS
Southern Area
National

Phone: (678) 320-3000
Fax: (678) 320-3036

COMPACT STATUS

1
2

South Central
Southeastern
Mid-Atlantic

Closed
Closed
Closed

Southern Area Activity/Impacts
09/22/16
Current Situation:

Initial Attack (I.A.) Activity:

Light

Total I.A. fires and acreage:

43 fires for 323 acres

New Fires on Federal
Protected Lands in:

1 fire for 2 acres

Ongoing Uncontained Large Fires:
& Active Acreage:
New Fires on State
Protected Lands in:

AR

0 fires
0 acres

24 fires for 71 acres
AL, FL, GA, & NC

Other I.A. reported through
non-FAMWEB Channels:

18 fires for 250 acres in AL, FL, & TX

Prescribed Fire Activity:

State and/or Federal Lands – 41 Prescribed Fires for 1,094 acres in AR, GA, & NC

Significant Activity
09/22/16
New Large ICS-209 Incidents**/Critical Updates:
Large/Significant Activity:
Incident Name

(Blue = newly reported fires & changes)

Incident Number

Start
Date

Size

Acres
+ or -

% Ctn.
/MMA

IMT
Assigned

Structure Loss

None Reported
# = No updated information was submitted; * = No change in status
Definitions:
Full Suppression/Perimeter Control: Strategy developed to control a fire and prevent it from exceeding a defined perimeter.
(p) Point or Zone Protection/Limited Perimeter Control: Variety of suppression actions taken to protect a specific point or area.
(c) Monitor/Confine/Contain: Management actions conforming to a monitoring strategy that periodically checks the fire to ensure it continues to meet objectives, and where no further action is
taken.
For specific information on fire activity (new wildland and prescribed fires by agency/unit, year-to-date totals, and large incident specifics), please refer to the Southern Area Summary or Detailed
Situation Reports.
** For the purposes of this report “Large ICS-209 Incidents” are defined as fires which are 100+ acres in any fuel type or incidents with a Type 1 or 2 IMT assigned. Incidents with structures
destroyed are also included, regardless of size.

Remarks by Reporting Office:
None Reported

RESOURCES
The number of resource currently committed is obtained from the Resource Ordering and Status System (ROSS).
There may be slight Discrepancies in the total number of resources reported. The Overhead column only reflects
overhead positions, not the total number of personnel assigned.

SACC MORNING REPORT - RESOURCES CURRENTLY ASSIGNED IN AREA
Resource Provider Agency

Equipment

Summary

Overhead

Alabama Forestry Commission

1

1

Bureau of Indian Affairs

2

2

Florida Forest Service

1

1

LA Dept. of Agriculture and Forestry

1

1

Mississippi Forestry Commission

1

1

5

6

Other

1

1

Tennessee Division of Forestry

2

2

1

1

National Park Service

1

Texas Forest Service
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service

1

7

8

U.S. Forest Service

3

45

48

Summary

5

67

72

SACC MORNING REPORT - RESOURCES CURRENTLY ASSIGNED OUT OF AREA
Resource Provider Agency

Equipment

Overhead

Summary

Alabama Forestry Commission

2

2

Arkansas Agriculture Department

1

1

Bureau of Indian Affairs

1

1

Florida Forest Service

9

9

Georgia Forestry Commission

1

1

1

1

5

6

North Carolina Forest Service

1

1

Other

5

5

Texas Forest Service

5

5

Mississippi Forestry Commission
National Park Service

1

U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service

1

12

13

U.S. Forest Service

3

60

63

Summary

5

103

108

RESOURCES
Area Command Team:

Sexton (through 10/05 @ 0900 MT)

Incident Management Teams - National Rotation: Northwest (through 09/26) @ 1500 MT)
Interagency Buying Team - National Rotation: Southern (through 09/30) @ 1229 MT)
SOUTHERN AREA – IMT ROTATION
For Rotation Dates, please click HERE
Bold Indicates IMT on Current SA Rotation
Wilkins (T1) Blue

Available

Dueitt (T1) Red

Available

Bentley (T2) Gold

Available

TYPE 1 CREWS
Jackson Hotshots (Jackson, MS)

Available (As Type 2IA)

Asheville Hotshots (Asheville, NC)

Unavailable – End of Season
Committed – FY 16 Apalachicola N. F. ABCD Misc. (As
Fuels Module)
Unavailable – End of Season

Augusta Hotshots (Augusta Springs, VA)
Cherokee Hotshots (Unicoi, TN)

Type 2 IA Crews
MSS #2

Available - MS

PR MA #3

Available - PR

VA – ST – 02

Available – VA

SOUTHERN AREA WILDLAND FIRE MODULES
Balcones Wildland Fire Module

Unavailable – TX

Buffalo River Wildland Fire Module

Unavailable – AR

Cumberland Gap Wildland Fire Module

Unavailable – End of Season

Great Smoky Mtn. Wildland Fire Module

Unavailable – End of Season

AVIATION RESOURCES
N196TA (Type 3 Helicopter)

Available – FL

N351FW (Type 3 Helicopter)

Unavailable – FL

Click for today’s Southern Area
Summary Situation Report

Click for

Click for today’s Southern Area
Detailed Situation Report

Southern Area Predictive Services
Daily Fire/All Hazards Weather Summary and Outlook
(Click here to go to Southern Area Predictive Services Fire Weather Webpage)

Red Flag Warnings: None.
Fire Weather Watches: None.
Fire Weather Summary/Outlook: First full day of celestial Fall. Rain free producing higher pressure will continue to
remain a dominate weather feature for our core central and southeastern states of the Southern Area through the
weekend. The only chance for widely isolated rain activity (and expected anemic rain totals) occurs now Monday/Tuesday
here – the exact timing still somewhat uncertain –as the tail end of a Great Lakes storm system scrapes across/into the
eastern half of our GAC area. The continuing drier weather pattern, above average temperatures, and lower RH
minimums (mostly in the 30%s across the central south) will allow the fine fuels to become much more receptive to
ignition. By later next week (Thursday), and following passage of a cold front which will bring in lower humidity air more
characteristic of Fall, we think RH minimums will drop into the 20%s (now some upper teens a possibility) and produce a
period of much higher ignition potential through the first few days of October. So, this is a heads-up for a likely more active
period of initial attack from around 29 Sep to 03 Oct – which also occurs over a weekend with greater outdoor fire risk
triggering activity.
Meanwhile our “west” and coastal Mid Atlantic/southeast coasts will continue to see elevated humidities and fire danger
mitigating rain activity; through Tuesday for our “west” and today for the Mid Atlantic area. No significant change to a
longer outlook for our “West” (Oklahoma/Texas and mostly our states west of the Mississippi River Valley) as a much
stormier period will develop over the weekend and especially Sunday through Tuesday as a stalled frontal boundary
creates conditions for peaking/ongoing thunderstorms, severe weather, and locally high 1-3 inch plus rain fall. Otherwise
tropical instability persisting across our southeast /Florida and the Bahamas will continue to produce waxing/waning
storms and rain through next week.

Longer term, we expect drier (rain free) periods between rain producing events to continue to increase (a normal
climatological condition from September to October) with the weak cooler water in the tropical Pacific adding to the risks
for below average rain fall – when it does occur. We still think these patterns will contribute to the expected increase in fire

activity during our traditional Fall fire season – a season mostly “missing” from the Southern Area for the last three years.
Puerto Rico: The island area will continue to be in a more active tropical rain period through the week and another
peaking rain activity period expected to begin around Monday (the 26th) and run through about the 30th. This ongoing
higher rain period will serve to keep fire risks minimized.
Tropical Atlantic Summary and Outlook (69 days to the end of the “Official” Atlantic Season):
Despite two tropical systems in the Atlantic (TS Karl well northeast of the Bahamas and TS Lisa in the eastern tropical
Atlantic), the US impact threat is nil as these system will remain open water Atlantic storms. Looking much further out, I do
see the possibility of a stronger tropical wave to possibly affect Puerto Rico with higher rain fall near the end of the month
(28-29 Sept?).
Including today, it has been 3,987 days, or 10 years, 10 months, 30 days since our last land falling Cat 3 or greater US
hurricane strike (last was Wilma, Oct 24, 2005 – which was also the strongest Atlantic hurricane of record). This stat
eclipses the previous period of 8 years, 29 days from 1861 Aug 11 to 1869 Sep 07.
September, October, November, December Weather and Fire Risk Outlook.
Outlook Maps at: http://www.predictiveservices.nifc.gov/outlooks/outlooks.htm

Drought and Fuel Conditions
“Short” term dryness levels that were building during July have seen some retreat during August due to daily recurring
periods of moderate rain activity. This is especially true for areas of west and central Texas which saw a return of
moderate plus rain. Pending interior rain from tropical activity during the period, we still expect a drier than average rain
pattern to evolve which will should become more apparent again from September into November. Fuels moistures have
increase back above (in some areas well above) critical threshold during August and should keep significant fire risks
across the South muted into September.
As we have seen in past years, any prolonged or especially intense drying from tropical system subsidence could result in
regional amplification of fire potential from accelerated drying. Puerto Rico will likely remain in moist conditions through
the now peaking tropical season – which will remain active into October.
Weather and Climate Outlook:
A weak La Nina, vice the moderate to strong episode previously expected to evolve late this year, will significantly play a
role in altering the severity and extent of a drier than average rain pattern expected this fall. While we will still see dryness
and lower RHs from increasing frontal passages, the moisture situation from the fall rains and the strength of the drier
pattern with a weaker/weak La Nina will play a large part in what fire risks remain during the late fall/peak leaf drop period.
Expected warmer than average temperatures in the southeast and east will surely accentuate fuels drying and keep the
prospects for a return to at least an average type fall season in play for this outlook period. Weak fall fire seasons have
now been observed the last 3 years. Likely weak La Nina conditions should produce drier weather patterns and a
subsequent higher ignition receptive drier fine fuel environment. Some added uncertainty exists to the area(s) and
magnitude of the drying due to the now weaker than expected La Nina episode that should evolve.

Fire Activity and Area Discussion:
We will be particularly monitoring our southeast states and the Appalachian Mountain region (southern areas particularly)
during the FALL where drought conditions continue to persist. We will be expecting a trending increase in initial attack
here as well in other locations of the South as the expected La Nina drier than average weather pattern evolves. In
addition, above average temperature trends in our central and eastern states should also amplify ignition risks back into at
least average ranges.
SEP remains an interesting month as we begin the transition to fall. Robust August rain fall west of the Mississippi (esp.
flooding rain from Texas to Louisiana (from a undeclared and slow moving tropical low) significantly impacted (reduced)
the emerging and intensifying drought that was developing through summer in the southeast. In addition, the ENSO
transition to a La Nina has been lackluster at best and is altering the typical risks seen at this point in the ENSO transition.

Consequently the drier than average conditions that were thought to continue to emerge from August was severely
attenuated.
OCT. While drier than average rain anomalies are expected in areas during October the likely still lackluster transition to
La Nina indicates the South will still see a progressive weather pattern and some rain. Thinking at this time is there will be
some dryness during the leaf drop period and with warmer than average temperatures expected in the east/southeast we
should still be anticipating an elevated fall fire risk season. Without a moderate to strong La Nina, the dryness normally
expected will be less than previously thought and more muted and discontinuous over the South. In addition, any elevated
tropical threat that may well bleed into October and November due to the weak ENSO episode may also open the door to
a mosaic of greater rain activity.

Key Measures of Fire Danger/Fire Weather Conditions (Click on Links):
Southern Area Red Flag Warnings and Fire Weather Watches
Days Since Significant Rain
Southern Area ERC Percentile Map
KBDI:
Southern Area Weekly
Southern Area Daily Map
KBDI Monthly Anomaly
KBDI Seasonal Anomaly
KBDI Seasonal Percentile

Florida (DOF Product)
Georgia (DOF Product)
Louisiana
North Carolina

Fire Potential Outlooks and Assessments (Click on Links):
SA 7 Day Significant Fire Potential Map
National Monthly-Seasonal Fire Potential Outlook
Southern Area Map of Active 209 Fires
National Incident Management Situation Report

Observed DENSCA
FM100 Daily Values
FM 1000 Daily Values

Oklahoma
Texas

